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The game takes place at the genesis of the world creation. The gods created the 5 sphere of magics and 
creatures were built according to those sphere. Those creatures eventually banded togother to create 
various kinds of civilizations to increase their survival capabilities. They were eventually rules by lords 
who would lead their civilization at war against each other. Player's play as one of those lords.

Components and Cards Information

The game is entirely composed of 1 type of cards which has multiple functions according to the zone it 
it located in. Basically, each card contain information about the creature and about a spell since it two 
primary ways to use a card. 

Regular Cards

Creature
1. Summon Cost/Type: The amount and type of mana required. 
2. Creature Name: Name of the creature
3. Race: Race of the creature
4. Keywords: Other keywords related to the creature type
5. Creature Type: Various type of creatures Icon.
60. Strength: Combat strength of the creature
7. Ability: Special ability of the creature.
8. Trigger Icons: Copy of icon if creature have a trigger ability.

Spell
9. Casting Cost: Cost to use the card as a spell
10. Spell Name: Name of the spell
11. Spell Type: Various type of spells icon.
12. Effect: Special effect of the spell
13. Spell summary: Summary of effect if it's an attachment

Additional Components

Crystal Marker: Any kind of token that can be placed on the crystal cards to keep track of mana 
spending. It's not essential, but makes keeping track of mana spendings easier.

Die, coin or other random element: Mainly used to determine the first lord. Another option is to split 
the deck and use the highest the lord with the highest creature cost, use the spell cost in cases of ties. 



Zones

Each lord has a playing field split into various zones. This is where the cards are placed where each 
zone will give each card a different use. Here are various zones available with their name and in 
bracket how we name a card part of this zone.

1. Deck (Facedown) [Card]: This is the deck of cards the lord will use to play the game.
2. Hand (Hidden from opponent) [Card]: This is the cards currently in the lord's hand.
3. Discard (Face Up) [Card]: This stack contains the discarded or used cards.
4. Groove (Face down - Sideways) [Energy]: Destroyed cards are placed in the groove for future use.
5. Battlefield (Face up) [Creatures]: This area contains the monsters summoned into play.
6. Fortress (Face down) [Spells & Towers]: This is where the Towers and spell cast are placed.
7. Vault (Face up - Sideways) [Crystals]: These cards generate the mana to summon and cast spells.

Setup

Deck Construction

Before being able to play the game, each lord must have designed a deck of cards with the cards he 
owns. Any card combination can be used, as long as the following rules are respected: 

• A deck must have 50 cards. 
• Up to 3 copies of each card can be placed in a deck.



Game Setup

1. Each lord places their deck of cards on the table.
2. Then they draw the top 5 cards and place them as their Tower
3. Then they draw 5 cards in their hand.
4. Select randomly the first lord with a coin, a die or by splitting the deck and using highest mana cost. 
When playing multiple games in a row, the 2nd lord becomes the first lord in the next match.

Sequence of Play

This is the turn order for 1 lord. The process is repeated for each lord one after the other until victory is 
achieved. To win the game, the lord must destroy the 5 Towers of his opponent and attack the fortress 
an additional time to win.

1. Refresh Phase: All creatures which are exhausted are refreshed.

2. Charge Crystal: A lord may play one of his cards as a crystal in his vault. If the lord placed a dual 
sphere card as a crystal, Skip the next step (3. Crystal and Casting)

3. Crystal and Casting: lords may do one of the following 3a OR 3b:

3a. Charge a 2nd Crystal: The lord may place a second crystal in play. By doing so, the lord cannot use 
his crystal to generate mana for the rest of the turn. On the first turn, the first lord will not be allowed to 
place 2nd crystals.

3b. Casting: The lords may use cards as a creature or a spell. Each card has a mana cost and sphere 
type. In order to play a card, you need to pay its mana cost where each crystal generate 1 mana. Then 
you need to have at least 1 crystal of the matching sphere in the vault to be able to complete the casting. 

Each crystal can generate 1 mana per turn.To keep track of crystal depletion, you can use a crystal 
marker on the right most card and slide it left each time a crystal is depleted. Else, considering you will 
be only using mana in this phase, you can calculate immediately the total mana you are going to use 
from your hand and make sure you do not exceed your total crystal

Summoned creatures are placed on the battlefield an are considered to be dizzy which prevent them 
from attacking this turn. Spells are discarded after being cast while other spells will stay in play for a 
longer time. In that case, you place them in your fortress. Some spell can be attached to other cards, in 
that case, it is placed upside down under the other card so that only the spell text can be seen.

5. Battle: The lord can now engage his opponent in battle. He will repeat all the following steps for 
each creature he wants to attack with. Proceed to step 6 when the lord does not want to attack anymore 
or when all his creatures are exhausted.

5a: Select the attacker: The lord selects a ready creature to attack with and selects a target. A target can 
either be an opposing exhausted creature or the lord's fortress. The attacking creature is exhausted.

5b: Select a defender: The opponent may choose any of his ready creatures to block the attacking 
creature. This will exhaust the blocking creature.



5c1. Battle Resolution between two creatures: This can occur when targetting a creature or when a 
creature is blocking. Compare the strength of both creatures, the strongest creature wins the battle, the 
losing creatures in placed in the owner's groove. Some passive abilities take only effect during a battle. 
Any attached card on the creature is placed in the discard pile.

5c2. Battle Resolution between a creature and a fortress: An unblocked creature attacking the fortress 
will destroy a tower or a spell in the lord's fortress. The attacker choses which tower is destroyed. The 
tower is placed in the groove and an additional card from the top of the deck is placed in the groove. 
Any attached card on the tower is placed in the discard pile. If a spell is destroyed, it is placed in the 
groove. When there are no tower left to destroy, the attacker win the game.

5d. Groove Trigger: When energy is added to the opponent's groove, the opposing lord can play a card 
from his hand as a groove trigger. This is the only situation where a lord can play a card in it's 
opponent's turn. Groove trigger takes effect after the attacker has completed his attack.

Only spells can be used as groove trigger. To play a card using your groove, discard a number of energy 
equal to the cost of the spell. Energy cards are discarded from the top to the bottom of the groove. 
Resolve it's effect and then the attacker can continue. Some spells allow summoning the creature on the 
card on the battlefield. In this case, you summon the creature and this creature can now block other 
attacks.

6. Discard: When the lord has finished attacking, he may discard his whole hand if want to. A lord 
cannot discard only a part of his hand. 

7. Draw cards: The lord then draw 1 card. If the lord has no card in hand, he draw 5 cards. If the deck 
is empty, the lord reshuffle his discard pile into his deck and destroy one of his Tower. If a lord has no 
tower, he reshuffle his deck with no penalties.

8. End of turn: The game proceeds to the next lord.

Card Rules

There are a couple of guide line to follow regarding the rules of the cards.

Card Naming, Zones and Functions: Cards have multiple function since besides being in hand, it 
could be placed on the battlefield, in the vault or even cast as a spell. The location of a card in a zone 
changes it's personality.

Battlefield: Cards in this zone are called creatures. Only the ability text and the stats of the creature are 
active. Ignore any other information on the card, like spell abilities, unless a creature ability allow you 
to use it's spell ability. So if an effect say “Destroy a creature”, you know for sure that it's any card on 
the battlefield. Creatures cannot be in any other zone than the battlefield.

Vault: In this zone, all cards are crystal. The only thing you consider is the sphere type of a card. Any 
other  ability text or data on the card is ignored. Any effect that refer to “crystals” is a card in this zone. 
Crystals cannot be in any other zones than the vault.



Fortress: This zone is particular because face down cards make them act as Tower, while face up cards 
makes them act as active spells. Towers Ignore all information on the card, while spells only use the 
spell section of a card. Again, spells cannot be placed in any other zone than the fortress.

Groove: In this zone, each card is considered to be an energy that can be discard to cast spells as groove 
trigger. The content of the card is not used. 

Discard, Hand and Deck: In these zone, all cards are considered to be only cards. Only the discards pile 
is face up and any text ability is not active.The deck is hidden to all lords, while the hand is only visible 
to the owning lord.

Passive Abilities: Those kind of abilities are special abilities that are active without the need to be 
activated. They are mostly used during combat resolution. For example, if a card say “This creature 
cannot attack”, well it's a permanent effect that will always be active.

Still there could be some conditions for the passive ability to take effect or not. For example, you could 
have “This creature cannot attack IF there are no other creatures.”. This means that while the creature is 
alone on the battlefield, the passive ability takes effects. But as soon as another creature would enter the 
battlefield, the condition will be broken and the passive ability will not apply.

Trigger Abilities: Those kind of abilities are activated when a certain event occurs. Then it is resolved 
and the game continue. There are no ongoing effects. Trigger abilities are composed of: Triggers, 
Effects and Conditions. For example:

“When Summoning this creature, draw a card from your deck”

Summoning the creature is the trigger that will happen once through the game and drawing a card is the 
effect. Triggers will be expressed as icons instead of text to increase readability. Conditions restrict the 
execution of the effect. For example:

“When summoning this creature, draw a card from your deck IF there are no other creatures”

In that case, the trigger will only be activated if there are no other creatures on the battlefield. 

Destroying and discarding cards: When an effect destroys a card, what ever the zone it was in, it will 
be placed in the groove. If a Tower is placed in the groove, you add a second card from the top of your 
deck. Discarding cards will place them directly into the discard pile which is less advantageous because 
the lord will not be able to use them as energy.



Multi-Player Rules

There are various multiplayer gameplay possible. I'll explain the basic rules and then the various 
gameplay.

Basic Rules

Destroying a lord: When you destroy a lord, he is eliminated from the game and you add a Tower from 
the top of your deck into your fortress.

Spell and Attack Range: Each multiplayer gameplay will have a different spell and attack range. This 
determines which lord can be attacked or targeted by a spell or an ability. Attack range is used for 
attacking lords fortress and creatures while spell range is use for spell effects and creature abilities

Selecting opponents and targets: When a card refer to an opponent, you can select any 1 opponent on 
the table which is in spell range. If a spell say “all creatures in play”, then all targets in spell range are 
affected.

Game Play Mode

Free for All: All lords can attack and target all lords. The last lord to survive is the winner. This is 
normally recommended for a low number of lords like 4.

Limited attack Range: Each lord can attack and target lords sitting adjacent to him. So a lord will 
always have at most 2 opposing lords in range. When a lord is destroyed, it leaves the table now 
changing the lords in range. The last lord to survive wins. Recommended when you are 5 or more lords 
to avoid all lord targeting the same lord.

Team Play: Lords play together in teams of 2 people. The team members must sit in face of each other 
and the lords have a attack and target range limited to their adjacent left and right lords. The last team 
to survive wins. Plays well at 4 and 6 lords.

Golden Rules

What you pay is what you get: A card should not be powered up or powered down according to its 
sphere, or any other reason that does not influence the card's capabilities.

A card stay in the lord's area: A lord's cards may never leave his playing zone. So it will always be 
impossible to move one of your cards in an opponent zone or attach a card to an opponent card.

A lord can only play cards during his turn: New cards can only be placed into play when it's the 
lord's turn. A lord can never Cast/Summon a card in an opponent's turn. The only exception casting 
spells with groove energy which only occurs in a specific step of combat resolution. That is the only 
situation where the turn of the active lord can be interrupted by his opponent.

The card text has priority over the basic rules: If a card contradict a basic rule, the card text takes 
precedence.



Glossary

List of useful keywords mostly used on the card’s text. This list does not contain the abilities.

Battlefield: Zone where the creature are placed.

Creature: A card placed in the battlefield is called a creature whatever its orientation.

Crystal: A face up cards placed sideways in the vault. They generate mana to be spent on spell casting 
and summoning. Each crystal is affiliated to a type of sphere.

Deck: Stack of card owned by each lord.

Destroy: A destroyed card is placed as energy in the groove. When a Tower is placed in the groove, a 
2nd card from the top of the deck is also placed in the groove.

Discard: A discarded card is placed in the discard pile. So a discarded card does not pass through the 
groove.

Dizzy: A creature placed in the battlefield is dizzy until the turn is over. A dizzy creature cannot attack. 
This status is not marked in any way since it’s a temporary status.

Energy: A card placed face down and sideways in the groove.

Exhaust: This is the action of turning a card 90 degrees sideways to mark that it is exhausted.

Exhausted: A card is exhausted when it’s used, this is marked by turning the card sideways 90 degrees. 
It is mainly used in the battlefield to know which creature has been used.

Groove: The zone where energy is placed.

Groove Trigger: Casting a spell from your groove. This generally happens when an opponent add 
energy to a lord's groove allowing him to cast spells from his hand as using groove energy.

Hand: Group of cards hold into the lord’s hand

Lord: A character representing the player. He lives in the fortress and his protected by his Tower. To 
destroy a lord, you need to break his 5 Towers and make an additional attack on the fortress to win the 
game.

Mana: This is the resources generated by crystal to cast spells and summon creature. It's a temporary 
resources that cannot be kept and get spent immediately.

Ready: A card ready to be used. It is indicated by being placed straight up and it’s generally only useful 
on the battlefield. So ready creatures are ready to be used for attacking or for their abilities.

Refresh: The action of rotating a card straight up to make an exhausted creature ready.



Sphere: The magic is composed of 5 different sphere which are like 5 different flavors to how magic 
can be used. The spheres are: Science, Ether, Spirit, Chaos and Nature.

Tower: A face down card placed in the fortress

Fortress: A place where permanent spells and Tower are placed. Tower are face down cards while 
spells are face up.

Vault: The zone where crystals are placed.
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